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0.)Preliminaries)
•  Italian)loans)in)Japanese:)in)the)musical)and)culinary)domains.)

•  Host)language:)Japanese,)geminates)are)dis8nc8ve:)

) ) )[kata])`shoulder’ )vs.) )[ka_a])`winbPAST’)

•  Donor)language:)Italian,)geminates)are)also)dis8nc8ve:)

) ) )[fa:to])`fate’) ) )vs.) )[fa_o]))`fact’)

)

•  Lexical)geminates)are)rare)in)the)na8ve)vocabulary,)while)they)
are)abundant)in)loanwords.)

•  I)indicate)the)first)part)of)a)geminate)with)a)capital)le_er.)

1.)The)Puzzle�
•  When)Japanese)borrows)lexical)items)from)Italian,)

)geminates)in)Italian)can)either)be)preserved…)

)espresso ) )/es.préS.so/)→ ) )[e.su.pu.réS.so])

…or)be)degeminated.)
)macchiato )/maK.kjá:.to/ )→ ) )[ma.ki.á:.to])

•  What)are)the)paGerns?)What)are)the)moIvaIons?)
•  How)can)they)be)formalized)within)the)framework)of)
OpImality)Theory)(Prince)&)Smolensky)1993)?)

•  Are)the)predicIons)of)the)analysis)real?)

3.)A)PosiIonal)Faithfulness)Account�

PosiIonal)Faithfulness�
•  The)posi8onal)effect)on)degemina8on)can)be)captured)as)stressJ

based)neutraliza%on)of)consonant)length.)
•  Posi8onal)neutraliza8on)ranking)schema)(Beckman,)1998):)

IDENTbPosi8on[F])»)M)»)IDENT[F]))

•  A)twist:)the)prominence)to)which)the)posi8onal)faithfulness)
depends)on)can)be)overwri_en)by)Japanese)loanword)accent.)

•  Assump8on:)Italian)output)=)Japanese)input)

•  Fully)prosodically)specified)input)to)Japanese)loan)phonology:)

) )zuccoMo ) ) )/zuK.kóT.to/) ) )→ ) )[zu.kóT.to])

) )orecchieMe ) )/o.reK.kjéT.te/ ) )→ ) )[o.re.ki.éT.te])

OUO)Faithfulness)in)Loanwords�

•  Constraints:)

IDENTUσ́[μ]:)let)β)be)an)input)segment)in)a)stressedbsyllable,)
and)α)its)output)correspondent.)If)and)only)if)α)is)moraic,)
then)β)must)be)moraic.)
“An)input)segment)in)a)stressed)syllable)and)its)output)
correspondent)of)that)segment)must)have)iden8cal)moraic)
specifica8ons.”)

IDENT[μ]:)let)β)be)an)input)segment)and)α)its)output)
correspondent.)If)α)is)moraic,)then)β)must)be)moraic.))

“An)input)segment)and)its)output)correspondent)of)that)
segment)must)have)iden8cal)moraic)specifica8ons.”))

NoGem:)assign)a)viola8on)for)each)consonant)that)is)a)
geminate.)

•  Rela8ve)ranking:)

IDENTUσ́[μ])>>)NoGem)>>)IDENT[μ])
•  zuccoMo) )/zúK.koT.to/) )→ ) )[zú.koT.to])

Basic)OT)Analysis�
•  Assuming)a)moraic)theory)of)weight)(Hayes)1989),)the)loss)

of)a)geminate)can)be)represented)as)follows:))

Phonological)RepresentaIon)of)Geminates�
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• Thus degemination consists of delinking and deleting a mora from a segment.

(8) Degemination of [k] in zuccotto

source loan
phonetic representation [zukkótto] [zukótto]

phonological
representation z u k o t o

µ µ µ µ µ

� � �

z u k o t o

µ ø µ µ µ

� � �

notation in this handout zuK.kóT.to zu.kóT.to

1.4 ENGLISH VS. ITALIAN AS SOURCE LANGUAGE

In loanwords from English, it is well known that certain consonants undergo gemination.5

(9) Gemination in borrowings from English
a. kæt ! kjatto ‘cat’
b. tAp ! toppu ‘top’
c. pIknIk ! pikunikku ‘picnic’

In contrast, geminates in Italian borrowings arise from their existence in the source word.

(10) Geminate preservation rate in my database6

Voiceless Obs. Voiced Obs. Liquid
pp 81% (26/32) bb 14% (1/7) ll 30% (32/108)
tt 85% (81/95) dd 100% (1/1) rr 23% (7/30)
kk 68% (30/44) gg - LL 17% (4/23)
tµ 53% (20/38) ddz 50% (1/2)
tÙ 77% (27/35) dÃ 70% (16/23)
ss 76% (47/62) vv -
SS 40% (4/10)
ff 19% (3/16)

72% (238/332) 58% (19/33) 27% (43/161)

• Laxed segmental constraints on Italian borrowings
• Almost no instances of gemination

5The motivation for some singleton in English to geminate when borrowed into Japanese has been investigated: see Kubozono,
Itô, and Mester (2009); Kubozono, Takeyasu, and Giriko (2013)

6The preservation rates of Italian [s] and [S] are tricky, as some [s] are adapted as [S] depending on the following vowel. In the
adapted forms, the occurrence of [s] was 31 times and [S] was 20 times.
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3.3 DERIVING THE POSITIONAL EFFECT IN ZUCCOTTO

A representative case: zuccotto /zuK.kóT.to/It > [zu.kóT.to]Jp

(22)
/zuK.kóT.to/ IDENT-"�[µ] NOGEM IDENT[µ]

+a. zu.koT.to * *
b. zuK.koT.to **!
c. zu.ko.to *! **
d. zuK.ko.to *! * *

• Candidates with degemination in the prominent position (22c,d) are immediately ruled
out by IDENT-"�[µ].

• Candidates preserving the geminate in the prominent position (22a,b) survive IDENT-
"�[µ], but the general ban on geminates eliminates candidate (22b).

• The same configuration accounts for degemination in other tokens12 (see (13) for ex-
amples), often interacting with other constraints for additional repair strategies such as
vowel epenthesis (/aL.le.gréT.to/ ! [a.re.gu.réT.to]) or glide vocalization (/o.reK.kjéT.te/
! [o.re.ki.éT.te]).

4 VARIATIONS

4.1 LEXICAL STRATA

In loanwords from Italian, there are often multiple Japanese forms in usage corresponding
to a single source form.

• In fact, losing candidates in (22) for zuccotto are also in free variation with varying
frequency.

• Google hit search results (as of Feb. 20) as informal indicator of frequency of usage:

(23) Adapted Forms Google Hits
a. zu.koT.to 203,000
b. zuK.koT.to 1,870
c. zu.ko.to 349
d. zuK.ko.to 109

12One good thing about this constraint is that it works with English loanwords as well: pet /pÉT/Eng ! [péT.to]Jp. However,
Kubozono, Itô, and Mester (2009) ’s analysis still holds in that Japanese prosodic constraints can override this faithfulness
constraint as in doctor /dÁK.tÄ/Eng ! [dó.ku.ta:]Jp.

)
)

4.)Further)ComplicaIon�

•  Losing)candidates)are)a_ested)in)free)varia8on:)

Variability�
Morimoto 11

The violation profile in (24) seems to roughly align with the Google hit results.

(24) zuccotto (replicated from (22)) with Google hit results

/zuK.kóT.to/ IDENT-"�[µ] NOGEM IDENT[µ] Google Hits
+a. zu.koT.to * * 203,000

b. zuK.koT.to **! 1,870
c. zu.ko.to *! ** 349
d. zuK.ko.to *! * * 109

• A candidate that violates a higher-ranked constraint are relatively less frequently used.
• (24d) is harmonically bounded, and also the least frequent output13.

This variability in usage can be accounted for by assuming a structure of phonological
lexicon in which different forms of adaptation belong to different lexical strata.

• Loanword-specific constraints can be ranked anywhere relative to native constraints
(Itô and Mester, 1995a,b, 1999a).

• Below, I assume IDENT-"�[µ] » IDENT[µ] is a consistent subhierarchy.
• There are three possibilities regarding the ranking of the native constraint NOGEM and

the loanword-specific subhierarchy IDENT-"�[µ] » IDENT[µ].

(25) Three possibilities regarding the ranking of NOGEM

(a)

(b)

(c)

IDENT-"�[µ]

IDENT[µ]

• Only when we have NOGEM in (b), we get the positional degemination.
• When we have NOGEM in (c), all geminates will surface without degemination
• When we have NOGEM in (a), we see no geminates in the adapted form, and it will be

the adaptation most compatible with the Native stratum.
13The fact that it is actually in usage is out of the scope of my account, but I suspect there are other (perhaps prosodic, such as

PARSE�) constraints in play.

•  Account:)different)adapta8on)forms)belong)to)different)
lexical)strata)(Itô)&)Mester)1995))with)varying)rankings)of)
na8ve)(NoGem))and)loanwordbspecific)constraints)(IDENTb
σ́[μ])>>)IDENT[μ]).)

Compensatory)Lengthening�
•  Degemina8on)of)liquids)is)some8mes)accompanied)with)a)

lengthening)of)the)preceding)vowel:)taralli ))
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4.2 COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING

Degemination is sometimes accompanied with a lengthening of the preceding vowel.

• While sonorant geminates (except for nasals) are generally prohibited in Japanese na-
tive phonology, Italian borrowings may preserve sonorant geminates, often in strong
position.

(26) source loan Italian gloss
a. ti.ÃéL.le ! ti.ÃéR.re tigelle (a type of bread)
b. taL.lja.téL.le ! ta.ri.a.téR.re tagliatelle (a type of pasta)
c. sfoL.lja.téL.la ! su.fo.ri.a.téR.ra sfogliatella (a type of pastry)

• Liquid geminates also readily have the option to undergo degemination and compen-
satory lengthening.

(27) source long vowel geminate Italian gloss
a. ta.ráL.li ! ta.rá:.ri > ta.ráR.ri taralli (a type of snack)
b. nu.tÉL.la ! nu.té:.ra < nu.téR.ra nutella ‘nutella’
c. ti.ÃeL.le ! ti.Ãé:.re < ti.ÃéR.re tigelle (a type of bread)

• This can be viewed as compensatory lengthening, or preservation and reassociation of
a mora.

(28) The change in the moraic association in taralli (27a)

/ta.raL.li/ [ta.ra:.ri]
!

t a r a l i

µ µ µ µ

� � �

t a r a r i

µ µ µ µ

� � �

In OT terms, this amounts to the violation of IDENT-"�[µ] in favor of a markedness con-
straint targeting liquid geminates and highly ranked faithfulness constraint requiring the
preservation of a mora in force.

(29) NOGEM[R]: assign a violation for each liquid consonant that is a geminate.

(30) MAX-"�[µ]: assign a violation for each mora in a stressed syllable in the input
that is not present in the output.

(31) NOGEM[R], MAX-"�[µ] » IDENT-"�[µ]

•  This)can)be)accounted)for)by:)

MAXUσ́[μ]:)assign)a)viola8on)for)each)mora)in)a)stressed)
syllable)in)the)input)that)is)not)present)in)the)output.)

NoGem[R]:)assign)a)viola8on)for)each)liquid)consonant)that)is)
a)geminate)(aÉer)Morén)2001).)

MAX[μ]:)assign)a)viola8on)for)each)mora)in)the)input)that)is)
not)present)in)the)output.)

6.)Conclusion�

•  The)posi8onal)effect)on)degemina8on)in)Japanese)
loanwords)from)Italian)can)be)captured)as)stressbbased)
posi8onal)neutraliza8on,)with)the)support)of)stratumb
specific)rankings)of)constraints.)

•  The)effect)can)be)formalized)using)the)posi8onal)
faithfulness)schema,)assuming)an)outputboutput)
correspondence)rela8onship)between)the)source)form)
and)its)adapted)form.)

•  Survey)results)conformed)to)the)predic8ons)except)for)the)
implica8onal)rela8on)between)faithfulness)in)strong)and)
weak)posi8ons.)

Summary�

Future)Work�
•  Perceptual)experiment)to)test)my)ini8al)proposal)

•  Explora8on)of)outputboriented)account)

)
)
)
)
)
�

2.)Basic)Data)&)Proposal)

•  Relevance)of)Italian)stress:)

1.  A)geminate)in)a)stressed)syllable)
can)be)preserved)when)it)is)not)in)
an)accented)syllable.)

falseMo))/fal.séT.to/ )→ )[fá.ru.seT.to])

piccolo) )/píK.ko.lo/ )→ )[piK.ko.rob])

)

2.  A)geminate)in)a)nonbstressed)
syllable)can)be)degeminated)even)
if)the)mora)is)in)an)accented)
syllable.)

suppli )/suP.plí/ ) )→ ) )[sú.pu.ri])

MaMeo) )/maT.téo/ )→ ) )[má.te.o])

)

•  Proposal:)the)preservaIon)of)a)
geminate)depends)on)the)head)
status)of)the)syllable)it)belongs)to)
in)Italian.)

Geminate)PreservaIon�
•  Geminates)in)Italian)borrowings)arise)as)

realiza8on)of)geminates)in)the)source)forms)
(Tanaka)2007):)

•  Relaxed)segmental)condi8on)

)farfalle ) )/far.fáL.le/ )→ )[fa.ru.fáL.le])

)glissando) )/gliS.sán.do/)→ )[gu.riS.sán.do])

)espresso ) )/es.préS.so/)→ )[e.su.pu.réS.so])

•  These)geminates)(liquids,)[s]))are)usually)not)
allowed)in)other)lexical)strata.)

)

•  Preserva8on)rate)(Tanaka’s)style,)my)data):)

PosiIonal)Effect�
•  Geminates)in)the)source)forms)tend)

to)be)preserved)in)the)penul8mate)
syllables)in)the)na8vized)forms,)and)
they)tend)to)be)degeminated)outside)
the)last)threebsyllable)window)in)the)
na8vized)forms)(Tanaka)2007).)

)orecchieMe)
)/o.reK.kjéT.te/ )→ )[o.re.ki.éT.te])

)macchiato)
)/maK.kjá:.to/ )→ )[ma.ki.á:.to])

)

•  Preserva8on)rate)per)posi8on)
(Tanaka)2007):)

Proposal�
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� � �
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(9) Gemination in borrowings from English
a. kæt ! kjatto ‘cat’
b. tAp ! toppu ‘top’
c. pIknIk ! pikunikku ‘picnic’

In contrast, geminates in Italian borrowings arise from their existence in the source word.

(10) Geminate preservation rate in my database6

Voiceless Obs. Voiced Obs. Liquid
pp 81% (26/32) bb 14% (1/7) ll 30% (32/108)
tt 85% (81/95) dd 100% (1/1) rr 23% (7/30)
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SS 40% (4/10)
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• Laxed segmental constraints on Italian borrowings
• Almost no instances of gemination

5The motivation for some singleton in English to geminate when borrowed into Japanese has been investigated: see Kubozono,
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2 BASIC DATA AND PROPOSAL

2.1 THE DATA

Geminates in Italian are typically preserved when the words are borrowed into Japanese.

(11) source loan Italian gloss
a. bíT.to ! bíT.to bitto (a type of cheese)
b. es.préS.so ! e.su.pu.réS.so espresso (a type of coffee)
c. far.fáL.le ! fa.ru.fáR.re farfalle (a type of pasta)
d. gráP.pa ! gu.ráP.pa grappa (a type of drink)
e. kar.páT.Ùo ! ka.ru.páT.Ùo carpaccio (a type of appetizer)
f. Si.róK.ko ! Si.róK.ko scirocco ‘south-east wind’
g. pan.ÙéT.ta ! pan.ÙéT.ta pancetta (a type of bacon)
h. for.tíS.si.mo ! fo.ru.tíS.Si.mo fortissimo (musical term)
i. vja.reD.Ão ! bi.a.reD.Ão Viareggio (place name)
j. o.pe.ra.buF.fa ! o.pe.ra.buF.fa opera buffa (a form of opera)

• However, there are instances of degemination as well.
• While some of them may be regarded as the effect of consonant type, Tanaka (2007)

made it quantitatively clear that there is a positional effect on degemination in Italian
borrowings:

(12) Preservation rate of geminates by position (from Tanaka 2007)
Position further left 4th antepenultima penultima total
Preservation rate 29% 38% 60% 73% 60%
Counts 7/24 22/58 62/104 123/169 214/355

• Geminates tend to be preserved if contained in the last three syllables of the loan form.
• This can easily (but not exclusively) seen in borrowings containing multiple geminates.

(13) source loan Italian gloss
a. zuK.kóT.to ! zu.kóT.to zuccotto (a type of cake)
b. aL.le.gréT.to ! a.re.gu.réT.to allegretto (musical term)
c. teR.ra.kó T.ta ! te.ra.kóT.ta terracotta (a type of earthenware)
d. taL.lja.téL.le ! ta.ri.a.téR.re tagliatelle (a type of pasta)
e. o.reK.kjéT.te ! o.re.ki.éT.te orecchiette (a type of pasta)
f. aR.raB.bjá:ta ! a.ra.bi.á:ta arrabbiata (culinary term)
g. maK.kjá:.to ! ma.ki.á:.to macchiato (a type of coffee)

•  The)last)threeUsyllable)window)=)
Italian)stress)

&)
Japanese)pitch)accent)

5.)ImplicaIonal)Hierarchy)and)A)NonceUAdaptaIon)Survey�

Online)Survey:)Methods�
•  Online)loan)adapta8on)survey)using)noncebItalian)words.)

•  Acceptability)judgments)from)27)na8ve)speakers)of)
Japanese,)using)input)&)output)pairs)to)rate)from)1)to)10.)

•  Input:)60)threebsyllable)words)containing)2)geminates,)
varied)in)types)of)geminates)(liquid)vs.)voiceless)stops).)

•  Output:)5)possible)adapta8on)pa_erns)in)Japanese)
orthography,)varied)in)opera8on)of)geminates)
(preserva8on,)degemina8on,)compensatory)lengthening).)

Online)Survey:)Sample�

Morimoto

(51) Fillers
batilo, bildese, birfola, birtona, blosidi, boltici, bortaca, borteso, bortume, canfrosto,
cegape, celimo, cirtora, dilone, dinuro, drivule, fanziane, fastanda, flenesta, fromile,
grocelso, iselo, laromo, linebre, lintere, livero, loraia, marlipo, meribe, mevino,
olina, onfili, ostura, panchefa, pifato, pirtoci, polaso, poracca, potide, prigiosa, pri-
mosta, ravele, rebolo, rudomi, rulate, sintuce, stebore, stevono, stilega, storubo,
strebafe, strotula, svepano, tegresto, tirloni, trofulo, trolica, tuposo, vielota, virpico,
zerlido

6.1.3 Procedure

Participants were exposed to pairs of input and output, and were asked to rate each output
using radio buttons, with a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being “not likely to say”, and 10 being “likely
to say”. (52) is an illustration of the interface for input eppella and output [eppe:ra]. Parts of
the survey are also presented in the Appendix.

(52) eppella
[eppe:ra] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unlikely to say � � � � � � � � � � likely to say

The order of questions in each section was randomized using the randomizing feature of
Google Form. Each section contained one instance of one input nonce-word, and which of
the adaptation candidate forms shows up in each section was randomly decided using Excel.

6.2 Results and Discussion
I obtained 1620 responses for the critical tokens. The responses were analyzed using the
statistical programming environment R (R Core Team, 2013) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2012).
The mean of all responses was 4.88, and as can be seen in Figure 2, the rating responses
were not normally distributed – participants did not like the suggested output in general, the
most popular responses being 3 and 4 out of 10. This is perhaps because participants were
not provided with the most faithful output, preserving geminates.

Figure 2: Frequency of rating responses
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Online)Survey:)PredicIons�
•  For)an)input)boMossa:)
)bo.toS.sa)>)bo:.toS.sa)>)bo.to:.sa)>)boT.to:.sa)>)boT.to.sa)

•  Obtained)1620)responses.)

•  Average)ra8ng)4.88.)

•  Hierarchy)revealed)(X2(1))=)151.04,)p)<)0.001):)

)bo.toS.sa)>)boT.to:.sa)>)bo.to:.sa)>)bo:.toS.sa)>)boT.to.sa)

•  Trends)confirmed:)

1.  In)strong)posi8ons,)obstruent)geminates)prefer)to)be)kept,)
while)liquid)geminates)prefer)not)to.)

2.  In)weak)posi8ons,)geminates)prefer)to)be)degeminated)in)
general,)but)more)for)liquid)than)for)obstruents.)

Online)Survey:)Results�
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INTERACTION OF POSITION AND TYPES OF GEMINATES

• Preservation of obstruent geminates is more popular in strong positions/degemination
of strong obstruent geminates is much less preferred.

• Compensatory lengthening of obstruent geminates is more preferred in strong position
than in weak position.

• Degemination of weak liquid geminates is popular.
• Preservation of strong liquid geminates is largely allowed.
• degemination of strong obstruent

Figure 6: Preferences for operation per types of geminates within weak geminates and strong geminates
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6 SUMMARY AND REMAINING ISSUES

TAKEAWAY

• The project looked at the degemination patterns in Japanese loanwords from Italian,
took further the generalization that geminates tend to be preserved within the last
three-syllable window of the loan forms to devise a positional faithfulness account,
appealing to the prominence of the source form.

• A nonce-adaptation survey confirmed some aspects of the effect of the position and
types of geminates.

ImplicaIonal)Hierarchy�
•  Predic8on)of)the)Analysis:)

1.  Preferences)among)candidates)

2.  Preferences)between)strong)and)weak)geminates)

•  Degemina8on)pa_erns)and)frequency)in)tagliatelle:)
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(32) Degemination and vowel lengthening in taralli with Google hits14
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Google Hits
+a. ta.ra:.ri ** ** 32,100

b. ta.ra.ri *! * * 25,400
c. ta.raR.ri *! * 9,860

• IDENT-"�[µ] is violated twice in compensatory lengthening: weight change in [a, r].
• The µ-deleting candidate (32b) is not chosen as it violates MAX-"�[µ].

4.3 THE CASE OF TAGLIATELLE

Tagliatelle includes two liquid geminates in the input, in strong and weak position.

(33) Adaptation of tagliatelle, replicated from (26)
taL.lja.téL.le ! ta.ri.a.téR.re tagliatelle (a type of pasta)

• There are 9 logical possibilities for geminate adaptation for tagliatelle.15

• Three options for each geminate (geminate preservation, degemination, and degemi-
nation + compensatory lengthening).

(34) Degemination patterns and frequency (Google hits as of March 11)

Adapted Forms Google Hits weak gem strong gem
a. ta.rja.teR.re 378,148 degem pres
b. ta.rja.te:.re 2,966 degem comp
c. ta.rja.te.re 2,749 degem degem
d. taR.rja.teR.re 2,450 pres pres
e. taR.rja.te:.re 44 pres comp
f. taR.rja.te.re 3 pres degem
g. ta:.rja.teR.re 3 comp pres
h. ta:.rja.te:.re 0 comp comp
i. ta:.rja.te.re 0 comp degem

14[tarari] is a real mimetic word in Japanese, meaning the dripping of some liquid. The Google hit result here is the one for “tarari
AND itaria (Italy).” I also omitted some proper nouns including the form [tarari].

15[ja ~ia] is independent of degemination, thus disregarded in my analysis. The actual most frequently attested output form is
[ta.ri.a.teR.re], with degemination and palatal vocalization ([j] ! [i]) in the weak position. The logical possibilities taking
palatal vocalization into account amounts to 3x2x3=18. As palatal vocalization is independent of degemination, I incorporated
their Google hits to the candidates seen in (34).

•  What)are)the)actual)preferences)of)Japanese)speakers?)
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Appendix(A:((The(Database(

•  I$built$a$database$of$Japanese$loanwords$from$Italian,$following$
Tanaka$(2007).$

•  The$database$contains$1209$Japanized$forms$total.$
•  Two$different$adaptaFons$for$a$single$Italian$form$are$separately$

counted.$
•  Entries$are$concatenated$in$an$Excel$spreadsheet$with$addiFonal$

informaFon.$

1.(Size� 3.(Consonants�

•  Tokens$were$hand0picked$from$seven$dicFonaries$of$Japanese:$
$ $Kōjien,$Shinmura$1998$
$ $Japanese$pronunciaFon$accent$dicFonary,$NHK$Hōsō$Bunka$Kenkyūjo$1998$
$ $Concise$katakana$go$jiten,$Sanseidō$Henshū̄jo,$2010$
$ $Super$Daijirin,$Sanseidō$Henshū̄jo,$2015$
$ $Shinmeikai$kokugo$jiten,$Yamada$et$al.,$2011$
$ $Concise$foreign$place$name$dicFonary,$Tanioka,$1998$
$ $Daily$concise$Japanese$dicFonary,$Sanseidō$Henshūjo$and$Satake,$2010$
•  I$referred$to$the$etymological$informaFon$of$the$dicFonaries$to$$
•  In$order$to$look$up$the$source$word,$I$used$Italian0Italian$dicFonary,$Zingarelli$

(Zanichelli$Editore$Spa,$2013).$$

2.(Sources�

•  Within$the$1209$entries,$
$ $Italian$consonants:$5059$occurrences$
$ $Italian$obstruent$geminates:$526$occurrences$
$ $Japanese$obstruent$geminates:$305$occurrences$
•  Instances$of$geminaFon$are$quite$rare:$
$ $rucola $ $ $/rú.ko.la/$$ $ $ $→$ $[ruK.ko.ra0]$
$ $bufala $ $ $/bú.fa.la/$$ $ $ $→$ $[búF.fa.ra]/[buF.fa.ra0]$
$ $amatriciana $/a.ma.tri.tʃá:.na/$ $→$ $[a.ma.to.riT.tʃá:.na]$

4.(Domains�
•  Besides$personal$names$and$place$names,$food$and$music0related$words$are$

prevalent.$
music 23%

food 22%

place name 34%

other 8%

personal name 7%

sports 1%

art 4%
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The survey results were collected anonimously, and anyone who has access to the in-
ternet was able to take it. 31 people took the survey, of which four were not included in
the analysis as they gave very low rating across the board, indicating some floor effect or
miscommunication of the task.

6.1.2 Material

The primary objective of this survey was to see the effect of position and of the type of
geminates on degemination. The stimuli consisted of pairs of a trisyllabic nonce-word in
Italian (the input) and its possible adaptation forms (the output candidates). The context
for adaptation was in a restaurant, where the menu only indicated the name of the dishes in
Italian orthography (it is rare in Japan that there is no Japanese orthography accompanying
it, but I gave the context to make the task easier for participants). The participants were not
told specifically that it was an Italian restaurant.

The tokens were controlled for word-length (three syllables) and number of geminates
(two in each token, in the antepenultimate and penultimate syllable22), and stress position.
Italian stress for these nonce-words were assumed to be in the penult, given that a heavy
penult attracts stress in Italian, and loanwords in Japanese often receive accent on the an-
tepenultimate mora. In other words, the survey assumed that there would be no divergence
of the accent position between the Italian parsing and the Japanese parsing, the Japanese
pitch accent being LHL. The survey was not designed to answer the question as to which of
the accent, input or output, is responsible for the preservation of a geminate. Rather, it fo-
cused on recreating the effect of position. My analysis predicted that outputs with positional
degemination would be preferred over outputs with anti-degemination (i.e. degeminating a
penultimate geminate and preserving an antepenultimate geminate).

As for the effect of the types of geminates, I considered two types, voiceless obstruent
and liquid geminates. From my analysis, I expected that liquid geminates would be more
prone to degemination or compensatory lengthening (see Kawahara 2007 on the rapport
between the sonority hierarchy and the well-formedness of geminates).

Given these premises, the tokens included four types of input presented in (48). For
each type, there were three input tokens. The two types of geminates were represented as
‘g’ or ‘G’ (voiceless geminates) and ‘r’ or ‘R’ (liquid geminates); lower case indicating that
they were in weak position (antepenultima) and upper case indicating that they are in strong
position (second geminate). Light syllables will be indicated as ‘l’ or ‘L’.

(48) Italian nonce-words (input)
type tokens
gGl ciuffocco doffoccio bottossa
gRl eppella ducciolla tuttullu
rGl gorruppa vorrotto forrotto
rRl collerre ciollerre billorro

22Geminates in the ultimate syllable is not possible, as both Italian and Japanese do not allow lexical word-final
geminates.
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•  There$were$three$forms$for$each$type$
varying$in$the$quality$of$geminates$
(liquids$vs.$stops).$

3.(Survey(Materials:(the(Filler(�

2.(Survey(Materials:(the(Output(�

•  The$logically$possible$9$output$forms$
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For each input token, there were 5 output candidates, narrowed down from the logically
possible 9 candidates. The 9 logical possibilities were permutations of possible operations
on each input geminate: geminates could be preserved (faith), undergo compensatory length-
ening (comp), or be degeminated (degem). (49) shows all 9 possible candidates for an input
gGL, bottossa, as an example. ‘v’ and ‘V’ indicate compensatory lengthening. The right-
most two columns indicate the operation each geminate went through.

(49) The logically possible 9 output forms
output example weak gem strong gem

1. gGl boT.toS.sa faith faith
2. gVl boT.to:.sa faith comp
3. gLl boT.to.sa faith degem
4. vGl bo:.toS.sa comp faith
5. vVl bo:.to:.sa comp comp
6. vLl bo:.to.sa comp degem
7. lGl bo.toS.sa degem faith
8. lVl bo.to:.sa degem comp
9. lLl bo.to.sa degem degem

Among these 9 adaptation possibilities, the candidates that participants were given in the
rating task were the following (relabeled as A, B, C, D, E here):

(50) Types of rated output forms
output example weak gem strong gem

A. lGl bo.toS.sa degem faith
B. vGl bo:.toS.sa comp faith
C. lVl bo.to:.sa degem comp
D. gVl boT.to:.sa faith comp
E. gLl boT.to.sa faith degem

The candidate inventory purposefully did not contain the fully-faithful option, with two
geminates in the output. This was to avoid a bimodal distribution of the rating results, in
which the participants rate the fully-faithful candidate very high and all the other ones very
low, assuming that the first stage of the adaptation would be mostly faithful. Geminating
candidates were also not considered.

The critical tokens were generated by assigning consonants and vowels to each position
using the randomizing function on Microsoft Office Excel. For the critical tokens, there were
total of 60 trials. There were as many fillers as the critical tokens, making the total number of
trials 120. The stimuli were presented using Google Forms, with two practice trials. There
were 5 blocks, and at the beginning of each block, the participants saw the instruction. They
were encouraged to take as much break as they want between the third and fourth blocks.

The 60 fillers were also trisyllabic Italian nonce-words, but without any geminates. 50
of them were taken from Colombo (1992), and the rest were supplemented from Zoccolotti
et al. (2005).
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•  Forms$that$were$rated$
$ $G,$g:$$voiceless$liquid$geminates$
$ $R,$r: $liquid$geminates$
$ $V,$v: $compensatory$lengthening$
$ $L,$l: $light$syllable$
$ $(lower$case$for$weak$posiFons;$
$ $upper$case$for$strong$posiFons)$

•  There$were$60$fillers,$taken$from$Colombo$
(1992)$and$Zoccolol$et$al.$(2005).$

•  Also$trisyllabic$Italian$nonce0words$
•  Did$not$contain$any$geminates.$
•  List$of$fillers:$baFlo,$bildese,$birfola,$

birtona,$blosidi,$bolFci,$bortaca,$borteso,$
bortume,$canfrosto,$cegape,$celimo,$
cirtora,$dilone,$dinuro,$drivule,$fanziane,$
fastanda,$flenesta,$fromile,$grocelso,$iselo,$
laromo,$linebre,$lintere,$livero,$loraia,$
marlipo,$meribe,$mevino,$olina,$onfili,$
ostura,$panchefa,$pifato,$pirtoci,$polaso,$
poracca,$poFde,$prigiosa,$pri0$mosta,$
ravele,$rebolo,$rudomi,$rulate,$sintuce,$
stebore,$stevono,$sFlega,$storubo,$
strebafe,$strotula,$svepano,$tegresto,$
Frloni,$trofulo,$trolica,$tuposo,$vielota,$
virpico,$zerlido$

•  Different$types$of$geminates$prefer$different$
operaFons$to$undergo$(X2(1)$=$63.77,$p$<$0.001).$

•  Trend:$
$Weak$geminates$prefer$degeminaFon$or$compensatory$

lengthening$(X2(1)$=$20.98,$p$<$0.001)$$
$Strong$geminates$prefer$to$be$preserved$
•  Only$the$former$is$significant$(X2(1)$=$0.00,$p$<$1)$

•  Outputs$with$geminates$in$strong$posiFons$are$
more$popular$(X2(1)$=$22.26,$p$<$0.001)$.$

•  Average$raFng$was$4.88,$the$most$popular$
responses$being$3$and$4$out$of$10.$

•  Responses$were$analyzed$using$R$(R$Core$Team,$
2013)$and$lme4$(Bates$et$al.,$2012).$

•  ParFcipants:$27$naFve$Japanese$speakers$
•  Task:$raFng$the$acceptability$of$60$criFcal$pairs$

of$input$and$output$in$a$scale$of$1$to$10$
•  Blocks:$5$blocks$with$breaks$
•  Media:$Google$Form$

5.(Analysis�

My(paper(and(this(handout(are(uploaded(on(my(website:(hIp://people.ucsc.edu/~mamorimo$

AddiLonal(references:(Bates,$Douglas,$MarFn$Maechler,$and$Ben$Bolker.$2012.$lme4:$Linear$mixed0effects$models$using$S4$classes.$Colombo,$Lucia.$1992.$Lexical$stress$effect$and$its$interacFon$with$
frequency$in$word$pronunciaFon.$Journal$of$Experimental$Psychology:$Human$PercepFon$and$Performance$18:987.$R$Core$Team.$2013.$R:$A$Language$and$Environment$for$StaFsFcal$CompuFng.$R$
FoundaFon$for$StaFsFcal$CompuFng,$Vienna,$Austria.$Zanichelli$Editore$Spa,$ed.$2013.$Lo$Zingarelli$2013.$Zanichelli.$Zoccolol,$Pierluigi,$Maria$De$Luca,$Gloria$Di$Filippo,$Anna$Judica,$and$Donatella$
Spinelli.$2005.$Prova$di$levura$di$parole$e$non$parole.$IRCCS$Fondazione$Santa$Lucia.$$

5.1.(Effect(of(Geminate(Type�

5.(2.(Effect(of(Geminate(PosiLon�
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Figure 6: Average Rating for outputs including geminates in either weak position (C1) or
strong position (C2) (outputs without any geminates (i.e. no preservation) were eliminated
from the analysis).
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Figure 7: Average ratings for outputs depending on whether they contained a geminate, (a)
in the weak position or (b) strong position.
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This might be due to my analysis method that is treating degemination and compensatory
lengthening bundled together. Graphs that go a bit further in details are Figure 8a and 8b.
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Furthermore, different types of geminates preferred different operations to undergo, as is
evident from Figure 5. Through a linear mixed effects analysis with intercepts for partici-
pants and words as random effects, and an ANOVA, the interaction of the type of geminates
and operations was confirmed (X2(1) = 63.77, p < 0.001). In general, obstruent geminates
are preferred to be preserved, while liquid geminates are preferred to be degeminated. The
second choice for liquid geminates is compensatory lengthening rather than preservation.
While it is a much more subtle tendency, obstruent geminates seem to prefer degemination
rather than compensatory lengthening.

Figure 5: Preferences for operation per types of geminates. Note that the same rating is used
twice to calculate this, once for weak geminates, once again for strong geminates.
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6.2.2 Effect of Position of Geminates

First, by a simple comparison between outputs that include geminates in the weak position
and outputs that include geminates in the strong position (Figure 6), it is evident that the
latter got higher ratings (X2(1) = 22.26, p < 0.001).

In terms of the operation on all input geminates, from visual inspection of Figure 7a and
7b, there is a trend such that geminates in the weak position are preferred to be degeminated
or compensatory lengthened, rather than preserved; geminates in the strong position are pre-
ferred to be preserved. The effect, however, turned out to be significant for weak geminates
(X2(1) = 20.98, p < 0.001), but not for strong geminates (X2(1) = 0.00, p < 1).
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Figure 6: Average Rating for outputs including geminates in either weak position (C1) or
strong position (C2) (outputs without any geminates (i.e. no preservation) were eliminated
from the analysis).
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Figure 7: Average ratings for outputs depending on whether they contained a geminate, (a)
in the weak position or (b) strong position.
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This might be due to my analysis method that is treating degemination and compensatory
lengthening bundled together. Graphs that go a bit further in details are Figure 8a and 8b.
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